Join us for our annual meeting on Wednesday, March 20th, at 6:30pm. We have invited Jane Holt, Paw Pals founder and board member, to speak to our community about Paw Pals. As many of you are aware, Paw Pals decided this year to cease operations. Jane will be discussing that decision, as well as how the void left by Paw Pals can be filled by other organizations in the community.

“No one can put a price on the bond between a pet and an owner.” It was with this mantra in mind that Paw Pals was founded in 2001 in an effort to keep animals in homes despite financial difficulties. Paw Pals has contributed significant resources to our community, including a weekly pet food pantry that fed pets from over 250 families each month, emergency medical treatment and spay/neuter and vaccination services to hundreds unable to afford it, and supplies to help animals kept outside.

Additionally, the Quincy Humane Society will be discussing how our staff and volunteers can help fill the holes in animal welfare that will undoubtedly be left after Paw Pals officially closes its doors.

The annual meeting gives the shelter staff and board members the opportunity to reflect on our past year and plan for the upcoming year. With such major changes occurring with animal welfare organizations in our community, we’d love the opportunity for honest feedback from our friends and volunteers. Please make plans to join us!
I have been acquainted with Jane Holt since the mid-1990s. Jane had recently left the board of directors as I came on, and was then working as Operations Director of the Quincy Humane Society. When Jane left to form Paw Pals, I offered my time to assist Jane with some of the work she was doing in the community. Jane and I have also responded to large scale emergency sheltering situations such as New Orleans and Joplin. And we’ve done more rescue efforts regionally as well. We’ve travelled together to animal welfare seminars and spent times both having fun and sharing our sorrows over the fate of animals. We’ve discussed ways we could improve the lives of animals, some that have been attained and some that remain dreams to accomplish in the future. Unfortunately, these will not be accomplished with Paw Pals. The community is losing a valuable resource with the closing of this organization. Yesterday, I called Jane as I received a complaint about some dogs that had no straw and the temperatures were frigid. She called me and left a message that she ran some over and was very familiar with the situation. Next winter there will be no one to call for these animals.

The Quincy Humane Society and Paw Pals have forged a great relationship and collaboration especially in the area of spay/neuter and wellness programs for pets. We have distributed excess resources for use by Paw Pals and the clients Jane serves. We will certainly need to fill some voids. Notably, we have identified the need for transportation for those who cannot get their animals here for appointments. Since the city has lost an animal control officer, we would like to increase trap, neuter, release efforts to curb the population of free roaming and feral cats. We could use dedicated volunteers to continue and expand these efforts.

While the Quincy Humane Society at present cannot pick up all the facets of Paw Pals, we feel that with the current volunteers and new ones we can recruit we hope to continue to keep the Paw Pals efforts for betterment of the lives of animals and their caregivers viable.

So we say thank you Jane for ten years of dedication to the underserved animals in our community. We wish you well and hope to see you around. She will continue to be a board member of the Quincy Humane Society Endowment and we have discussed our desire to continue to respond as needed to emergencies and volunteer her efforts in disaster situations.
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In September of 2012, the Humane Society of Missouri cruelty investigations department reached out to the Quincy Humane Society for immediate assistance with six horses. Two of the horses were malnourished and need of immediate placement with a person familiar with rehabilitation of nutritionally depleted horses. We posted a notice on our facebook page and within a few hours had a wonderful adopter for the two horses needing the most attention. The adopter had previously adopted a dog from the Quincy Humane Society and had a beautiful pasture and barn for them.

Thanks to a casual conversation with someone familiar with the Forget Me Not Horse Rescue and Sanctuary we were able to transfer four of the horses to their care. Transportation was provided for all six of the horses. Urgent situations like this rarely work as quickly and as smoothly as this one. The investigator on the case was pleased with the speed and the quality of the outcomes for these beautiful creatures.
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Thanks to a casual conversation with someone familiar with the Forget Me Not Horse Rescue and Sanctuary we were able to transfer four of the horses to their care. Transportation was provided for all six of the horses. Urgent situations like this rarely work as quickly and as smoothly as this one. The investigator on the case was pleased with the speed and the quality of the outcomes for these beautiful creatures.

Innovative product prevents bird strikes on windows

We’ve all heard it: that heartbreaking "thud" of a bird hitting our window. Did you know it is estimated that this happens somewhere between 100 million and one BILLION times each year in North America?! Did you also know that our cities present a largely ignored problem to migrating birds? At night, migrating birds collide with lighted window glass or are confused by building lights and circle these buildings until they drop, exhausted, onto one of the city streets below. The next morning, the survivors may either fall victim to urban scavengers or can’t find their way out of the canyons of glass, concrete and steel. In confusion, some then collide with windows reflecting the urban landscape.

Here at the Quincy Humane Society, we’ve discovered a great new, inexpensive product that helps to prevent wild birds from accidently striking windows. **WindowAlert** is a decal that you apply directly onto your window. The decal is available in a variety of shapes and themes, and when applied, it appears as frosted or etched glass. Each decal has a special coating that reflects ultraviolet sunlight. This ultraviolet light is invisible to humans, but birds see it as a brilliant glow – much like a stoplight.

Building owners and managers, companies who lease space in larger buildings and individual employees whose offices have exterior windows can take action to help prevent bird window collisions.

Tall buildings that use the “lights out” guidelines below may save thousands to even hundreds of thousands of dollars from their energy bill and significantly reduce their building’s carbon footprint.

For tall buildings and buildings located on “migration corridors,” like lake shores and near rivers, minimize or extinguish night lighting (lighting visible through exterior windows and exterior vanity lighting) between the hours of 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. during the migration periods of mid-August through October and mid-March through May. You can accomplish this by:

- Utilizing motion detectors to control lights when lighting is necessary.
- Scheduling night cleaning to reduce the amount of time lights are needed.
- Programming light timers to fit hours of operation and cleaning.
- Reducing perimeter lighting.
- Installing lower-intensity lighting.
- At night, move activities requiring light to interior rooms and use low-intensity task lighting like desk lamps.

However, all businesses can prevent bird striking by taking the following measures:

- Install CollidEscape, Bird Screens, WindowAlerts or other treatments on ground level windows, or use solar reflective blinds or curtains to reduce daytime collisions.
- Include “bird-friendly” building concepts when designing or remodeling a building.

If you’d like to purchase ultraviolet decals for your windows, check out [www.windowalert.com](http://www.windowalert.com).
Want to become a foster parent?

We are in the process of revamping our foster program. We plan on starting all our young puppies out in foster care for 10-14 days before they are available for adoption. All supplies are provided! Fostering provides love and socialization for puppies and gives them a safe, healthy place to hang out! If you are interested in helping us with these short term foster situations, please call Lindsey at 217-223-8786!

Congratulations to our shelter veterinarian, Dr. Jodi, who recently got married! Dr. Jodi has officially changed her last name—she is now Dr. Jodi Markle—although around here, we’ll probably continue to call her Dr. Jodi!

The Fabulous Fur Ball

LUCK BE A LADY TONIGHT

- Saturday, April 20, 2013
- 7:00pm-11:00pm

- $75 per person includes hors d’oeuvres, 2 tickets for cocktails, and $100 worth of gambling chips.

- Town and Country Inn and Suites

This cocktail event will feature Vegas style gaming tables, professional dealers and live music performed by the Horndogs! Attendees can choose from poker, black jack, roulette, craps, and more. Spend your night gambling, dancing eating and drinking - all to benefit the Quincy Humane Society!

Sponsored by:
- Town and Country Inn and Suites
- Westerhoff Dogs
- KHQA

For more information please contact Voluntr@adams.net or call 217-223-8786
Special thanks to Sunset Home, who’s employees hosted a holiday fundraiser. Geri Howard, Madeline McNally and Nikki Christ, left, chose to donate the proceeds to the Quincy Humane Society. Thank you to Sunset Home for their donation of over $600!

Each year, the students of Mrs. Parrott’s 6th grade class at St. Dominic School, below, choose to collect donations for the Quincy Humane Society. This year, the students brought TONS of donations for the shelter, and spent some time taking a tour and visiting with some animals. Thanks so much, Mrs. Parrott’s class!

Special thanks to the employees of People’s Prosperity Bank, below, who collected money and donations for us! Thanks so much!

Special thanks to Emma Davidson, right, and her classmates who collected supplies to donate to the animals. Thanks for all you do, Emma!
Mutt Strut 2012 was a HOWLing good time....but we are already gearing up for Mutt Strut 2013—TAILGATING! We are gathering ideas for prizes, games, contests and more! If you’d like to weigh in, comment on our facebook page!

SAVE THE DATE!

MUTT STRUT 2013
“TAIL” GATE

OCTOBER 5TH • 10 AM-1PM
A Special Way to Remember...

If you would like to remember a deceased family member, friend or pet you can send your gifts of condolence as a memorial to the Quincy Humane Society. Not only do these gifts help the many animals found at the Quincy Humane Society, but it also lets the family of the deceased know that they are remembered.

If you would like to make a donation in memory or in honor of a person or pet, please:

- Send your gift to PO Box 3173, Quincy IL 62305
- Enclose a note with your check including the name of the deceased, whether it is a person or a pet, and the name and address of the family to notify of your gift.
- The family will receive a card of acknowledgement. The amount of the gift remains confidential.

Thank you for remembering your friends and family in such a wonderful, generous way!

---

Success Stories

Murdoch is a great puppy! He rarely barks, which I find extremely odd for a beagle puppy. We also adopted Murdoch’s sister, Lady (aka Journey, from the same litter as Murdoch) several months later. The first week it was slightly chaotic, because they played and were all over each other constantly. Although they still play quite a bit, we are no longer having to separate them. Lady has a much different personality than Murdoch. She is starting to realize that when we leave, we are coming back, and we are not going to abandon her. Murdoch and Lady sure seem to enjoy each other’s company and love to be outside together. I am so glad that we decided to make Lady part of our family as well!

-Laura Hulse

Harrison, who we have renamed Jonesy, is doing great! We mainly got him as a companion for our son, but Jonesy has become very special to all of us, truly a member of our family. After some initial adjustment on our part we haven’t had any problems with potty or crate training, and he is doing well adjusting to our cats. Not sure the cats will ever be friendly with him though, but that is ok as long everyone minds their own business! Jonesy continues to be a little mouthy, and if given an opportunity he will occasionally try to chew on something inappropriate, but keeping plenty of toys at his level has mostly solved this issue.

Thank you! Sincerely, Steve and Heidi Woods
In Loving Memory

All memorials received 8.1.2012 through 12.31.2011

Beth Anne Schanbacher by
  Nina Brown
  Darlene Doyle
  Betty Wright
  Martha Loos
  Paul & Mary Lammers
  Dave, Carol & Wade Pellman
  Reg Graham
  Maureen Cason
  Dr. Phillip & Priscilla Foreman
  Dale Cunningham
  Evelyn Troth
  Jim & Sandy Austin
  Marcia & Gene Holler
  David & Pat Laytham
  Doc & Nadine Uppinghouse
  Marilyn Losch
  Sarah Sanders
  Troy & Amy Blackwell
  Jerry & Anita Eberhardt
  Jan & Lawson Faler
  Howard & Ruth Snowden
  Amy Killday
  Kenny & Nancy Speckhart
  Jim & Sue Sparks
  Douglas & Louise Voth
  Dan Tourney Family
  Kurtis E. Flesner Family
  Larry & Dale Lewis
  Mary Lou Brennan
  Teresa Pickle
  William Oberling
  Lin & Jeanne Kay
  Juanita Maple
  Diane & Jeremiah Murphy
  Troy & Amy Blackwell
  Ann Clark
  Larry & Judy Cox
  Marian Donohue
  Myrl & Ruth Shireman
  Don & Darlene Shauffer
  Richard & Joyce Shepard
  Joan Walsh
  Ginger Hesse
  Arsenius & Eleanor Flesner
  Matt & LuAnn Brown Family
  Karen Patterson
  Kay Wilkinson
  Bluford & Nadine Uppinghouse
  Kurtis Flesner
  Lori Maddox

Beth Anne Schanbacher continued
  Ruth Cole
  Jerry Adams by
  Sue Aschemann
  Shirley Jordan by
  Blessing Hospital
  C.W. Losch by
  Billie & Bruce Browning
  Myrl & Ruth Shireman
  Mike & Marcia Lummis
  Thomas & Judi Schutte
  Mary Masterson & Mary Jane Collins
  Kay (Venicombe) Seaver
  Donald & Carol Schuering
  Annette Koetters
  Jack & Sherry Brennecke
  Karen Blair
  Mary Lou Marrow
  Linda Webb
  Dale & Dorothy Mixer
  Mr. & Mrs. Dan Dugan
  Mr. & Mrs. William Lierle
  Brad & Cheri Lummis
  Ronald & Rita Heubner
  William & Sandra Fessler
  Mr. & Mrs. James Waite
  Caroline & Lester Kewney
  Phyllis & Daniel McCartney
  Blessing Volunteer Services
  Donald Sass
  Estella Mae Webring
  Howard & Marcia Cray
  John & Vicki Letts
  Mary & Alan Witte
  Jack & Sharon Kuhlmam
  Eugene, Marcia & Jeff Holler
  Rich & Dee Hoover
  Gary & Kathleen Taylor
  Jay & Nan Grawe
  Shawn & Bill Humke
  Charlotte Siebers
  James & Tambra Stewart
  David & Sharon George
  Marion Thomas
  Clee & Rose Tandy
  LeCia Snyder
  Edward & Alice Tharp
  Charles & Rochelle Prater
  Betty Shackleton
  LeRoy & Fran Fischer
  Jim & Sandy Austin

C.W. Losch continued
  William Blake
  Angela Guledge
  D. & Mary Keck
  Elnora & Jane Bertoglio
  Fred & Sarah Budde
  Tom Bueter
  Mr. & Mrs. Dan Barry
  Mark & Debra Berry
  Bill & Anne Schanbacher
  James & Peggy Bailey
  Debra Sims
  Dave Anderson
  Jill & Ted Adams
  Elizabeth Greenstreet
  Donald & Margaret Callahan
  Rebecca Acuff
  Alberta Stoner
  Mr. & Mrs. David Lubbert
  Thomas & Kai Orbtl
  Department of Financial Institutions
  Maureen & Dick Cason
  Lori Kruse
  Richard “Dugan” Donald by
  Rosalie Rottman
  Ted & Terry Grimmer
  Janet Fritz
  Bert Allen
  Janice Colvin
  Vernon & Donna Riggs
  Jack Freiburg II
  Connie Peter
  Alice Pfeiffer
  Daniel & Deborah Hummel
  Gene & Lucille Churchwell
  William & Donna Haire
  Tom & Becky Berry
  Connie Elmore
  Mac Bennett
  Cleora Pezman
  Village of Albers Police Department,
  City Officials and Residents
  Village of Smithton IL
  John & Cheryl Bower
  Mina Geise
  Brenda Johnston
  James White
  Per Johan Hemmingshly by
  Tayyab Family
  Demir & Vicki Saka
  Mary Brahler

Donald Grussenmeyer by
  Deb Lawson Family
  Linda Lagemann
  Don & Diane Sloan
  Paul Wellman
  Shirley Nagel
  Marla Palmer
  Cathy Waterkotte
  Lois Bangert
  William & Maureen Jones
  Terri Cary
  James & Jeanie Genenbacher
  Lee & Terry Girardin
  Michael & Sally Kroner
  Mary Ferguson by
  Virginia Wolverton
  Marilyn Lehenbauer
  Mr. & Mrs. Dean Steinkamp
  Virginia Romans
  Marcia Buckner by
  Douglas & Laura Zoller
  Arthur Paley by
  Delores Paley
  Barbara Klocke by
  Sally Westerhoff
  Catherine Johnson by
  Janice Colvin
  Clifford H. Taylor Fund for the
  Quincy Humane Society Community
  Foundation of the Quincy Area by
  Mr. Steve Taylor
  Jeanette Crossan by
  Ralph Crossan
  Lewis Ferguson by
  Jay & Nancy Ihnen
  Dean Steinkamp
  Virginia Wolverton
  Jenita Stephens by
  Carol & David Pellman
  Betty Bridgeman by
  Jackie Bartelt
  Dennis Carter by
  Rebecca & Sam Crouch
  Lisa Carter
  Ronald Buckley
  Ronald & Sherrie Harms
  Gene & Linda McEntee
  Brett & Jane Wilson
  Sharon Taylor by
  Pat Henrick
  Mental Health Center of Wisconsin
In Loving Memory
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Sarah Birsic
Chuck Smith & John Bridges
Blessing Hospital Surgery Dept.
Dale & Coreene Hanson
Nancy Schrage
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Miller
Kohl Wholesale Employees
Mike & Cindy Foster
Lewis & Ellen Avoletta
Drew, Bonnie & Andy Schnack
Casey & John Schild
Kohl’s Cash and Carry Employees
Richard Fischer & Kevin McFarland
Quincy Medical Group Physicians
Betty Taylor
Brian & Marilyn Johnson
Schnack Law Offices
Richard Kempe
Bruce & Lorainne Kruse
Gerald & Loree Korb
Dale & Donna Koontz
Jerry & Lois Kruse
Mike & Teresa Mahair
Louis & Diana McClelland
Joseph & Denette Kuhlman
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Murphy
Jill Mason
Kent & Mary Lou McGinnis
Tony & Signe Oakley
C. David Nuessen
Adria Nuessen
Dr. John & Tracy Schlepphorst
Dr. & Mrs. Harry Ruth Family
Paul & Ellen Obrock
Francis & Debra Schulte
Judy & Jim Schonhoff
Kevin & Jayne Shimp
Donald & Susan Schwartz
Kathy Thomas
Dr. & Mrs. Azad Tayyab
Roger & Robin Snider
Cathy Brink-Westbrook
Diana Wedding
Diana, Travis & Wesley Waschenbach
Ryne Lubben
Gina & Bradley Dietrich
Frank & Diana Beaston
Karen & Paul Bockewitz
Bradford & Bonnie Billings
Lansing & Kathy Tomlinson
Molly Evans

Sarah Birsic continued
Karen & Darren Brinkman
Brett Bozarth
Ben & Diane Bozarth
Maureen & George Crickard, Ill
Sandy Callahan
Jeff & Jill Burgese
Mike & Carla Eling
Matthew & Kandi Ehrhart
Sally Westerhoff
Kris Kutcher & Todd Shackelford
Jane Meginnes
Cathy & Gary Carpenter
Walter & Darlene Stevenson
Winters Insurance Group
Barry & Margaret Ottina
Jennifer Petsko
Angela Hancox
Sandra & Ted Morrison
Blessing Hospital Anesthesia Dept.
Hal & Kathy Oakley
Greg & Joan Miller
Lynne Trautvetter
Tyler & Jessica Tomlinson
Parker & Jennifer Gerdes
Kim & Walter Tuley
Amy Kientzle & Kathy Mixer
Michael & Ginny Gully
Kathleen Morouse
Dr. & Mrs. Demir Saka
Barbara Gerdes
Patrick & Sue Gerveler
Alice Happekotte
Rick & Judy Haugh
Kohl Wholesale
Frank Murphy-Giesing
Jennifer & Phil DeNunzio
Michael & Kim Brandtonies
Jill Brandtonies
Audra Stepp
Brandon Gully
Mary Ann Birsic
James Mentestl
Richard & Cheryl O’Halloran
Bruce & Angela Stoops
Judy Haugh
Susan Neisen
Warren Bringaze by
Lisa Hert
Julie Lorimore
David & Susan Ohnemus

Warren Bringaze continued
Bob, Angie, Shelley & Colby Wellman
Jim & Jeanie Gemenbacher
Meg Ely
Ken & Trudy Rollins
Jim & Linn Dingerson
Carol Cramer
Joe & Nora Klingele
Gary & Debra Backum
John & Wanda Cosgrove
Roger & Mary Voorhis
Bud & Velma Voorhis
Bill & Marcia Watkins
Bill & Sue Gerecke Family
Jay & Chris Sheets
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Nauert
Mike & Beth Ross
Ken & Jon Bones
Martha & Betty Wright
Robert Bowles & Stephanie Parker
Steve & Cathy Meckes
Staff of Mount Holyoke College
Counseling
Pauline & Darvin Cave
Patty Heckman
Mary Peters
Bill Twaddle by
Paul & Susan Veile
Cecil & Monica Stuart
Jacqueline & John Schlipman
Gene & Peggy Kramer
John & Judi Morhman
Fred & Paula Case
Fred Nothold
Anne Strode
Marilyn & Dutch Huner
Donald & Connie Mowen
Roger & Karen Schaefer
Donald Elliott
Bill & Connie Waters
Brian & Beth Heinze
Kent & Janet Durst
Bill & Sharon Hendricks
Dr. & Mrs. Azad Tayyab
Mary Merkel
Janice & Robert Ewalt
Bob & Sally Zanger
Warren & Christine Woodward
Richard & Joan Klimstra
Fumiko Stuckey & Shirley Dimmitt
Bobbie Likes

Bill Twaddle continued
Carol Blaesing & “Dexter”
R.W. & Victoria Huntley
James & Cathy Stebor
Judy Skaggs
Janet Hutmacher
Hazel Twaddle
Eva Davis
Carol & Alan Moore
Paul & Judy Durall
Kenneth & Trudy Rollins
Jay & Linda Sade
Green Acres Neighbors
John & Susan Kissick
J. Cory & Nicole Albright
Daniel & Nobette Rottman
Michael & Michele Foster
Mike & Tammy Verzio
Ron & Margaret Weinand
Dr. Patrick McGinley
Shirley Jordan by
Blessing Hospital
Lohretta Eads by
Jane Meginnes

In Honor of...

“Toots” Neal by
Emily Neal
“Tootie”, “Obie” & “Boonie” Fischer by Dennis & Vicki Fischer
“Romeo” Knight by
Alice Knight
“Scottie” Brown by
Janet Brown

“In Honor of...

“Until one has loved an animal, a part of one’s soul remains un-awakened.”
- Anatole France
In Loving Memory

All memorials received

J.W. (Jack) Gardner, II by
Sally Westerhoff
Gray Hunter Stern CPAs
Bob & Sandy Moore
Richard & Mary Jane Neu
Mrs. Joanne McLaughlin
Mr. & Mrs. Sam Rinella
Betty Ann Robinson
Marjorie Wolfe
Barbara Gerdes
Mercantile Bank
Quincy Family YMCA
Ronald Vecchie Family
Wade & Janice Taylor
Terry & Karen Koontz
Orlando & Julie Metz
Quincy Family YMCA
Judi & "Lilie" Crawford
Bill Crawford
Vangie Dunn
Christine Grimm
Sally Westerhoff
Alan & Joan Mays
Vangie Dunn by
Jan Colvin
Michael Doby by
Terri & David Konermann
Mark Beatty by
Jane Megiannes
Roger Brisco by
Jane Megiannes
Don Robeson by
Janice Colvin
Dennis & Sharon Adams
Marilyn Kelley by
Wade & Janice Taylor
Casey Kelley
Steve Winters by
Mont & Martha Robertson
Ralph Sheridan by
Blessing Hospital
Pat Wiemelt by
Ann McDonald
Willis Rodefild by
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Duesdieker
Peggy Duesdieker
John & Lum Bestman
Dale & Mary Wuestenfeld
Floyd & Norma Rennecker
Ruth & Myrl Shireman
Mary Remy
Chuck & Susan Chambers
Frank Howser
Diane & Gary Fisher
Doris Meeker
Ann & Ken Knoernschild
Vernon & Donna Riggs
John Harscher by
Diana Orr
Richard Niekamp by
Dale & Diana Simon
Judy Echternkamp
Juanita Nall by
Bill & Tootsie Tate
Norma Mixer by
Meg Ely
Gary Miller by
Jane Megiannes
Patricia Griffith Mehl by
Norma Ames
Quentin Miller by
Ione Miller
Carol Dierker by
Jane Megiannes
Jack Arp by
Jane Megiannes
Janet Lotz by
Audie & Lynn Breeden
Gena Beaber
Paul & Mary Duesterhaus
Adams County Health Department
Sunshine
Blessing Hospital
Don McLaughlin by
Barbara Gerdes
Bob Kiraly by
Sally Williams
Sue Johnson by
Dennis & Suzanne Forsythe
Keith & Chris Renard
Chris Deuer
Devin Huner
Don Clark by
Johnney Rentz & Mary Settle
David & Marianne Slocum
Monte & Patricia Yakle
Jim & Debra Hoffman
Mick & Carmen Myers
Maxine Bullard
Pat & Frances Henrick
Johnnie & Rita Kitchell
Rebecca Barlow
Jeni Ehring by
Nancy Ihnen
Mark Hodges by
Scott & Susan Kelle
Kathy McLaughlin
Jack Thuer by
Verna Harker
Carolyn Thuer
James Thuer by
Verna Harker
Susan Gore by
Patricia Gore
Evelyn Clingen
Mary Giesing by
Janice Colvin
Mary Jane Taylor by
Mr. & Mrs. Kenney Surratt
Bob & Diane Loos
Jake & Verna Jacobs
Janice & Robert Ewalt
Richard Allen
Blessing Hospital
Joan Mast
Barb Stoll
Marty Otto
Lynn Ober Wright
Richard & Celeste Taylor
Estel W. Thomas by
Marian Thomas
John Stevenson by
William & Patti Paxton
Katherine Pollard
Mont & Martha Robertson
John Taylor by
Stephanie Hoener
Randall & Janice Krutmeier
Louisa Searson by
Carolyn Stevenson
Henry & Jill Geise
John & Dale Stevenson
Bob & Katherine Pollard
Melva Riley by
Ron & Margaret Weinand
Neva Tallman by
Sally Westerhoff
Ercil Lee McPike
Marcia Buckner by
Douglas Zoller
Randa Schneider by
“KitKat” & “Jamie Lynn”
Mildred Schwarte by
Don & Mary Lugerung
Bill Gerdes by
Mont & Martha Robertson
Gene Parsons by
Mont & Martha Robertson
Elaine Solenberger by
John & Tina McPherson
Nancy Scott
Judy Wilper
Kevin McGaughey
Kimberly Akers
Mr. & Mrs. John Wolf
Eleanor Hubble
Theresa Landwehr
Kay Young by
Gloria & Gregory Meyer
Bob Strode
Linda & Steven Hall
Wayne & Patricia Steinkamp
Sharon Zehntle
Paul Meyer
Carla & Michaela Eling
Ruth Warden by
Ross Warden
Anita Rucker by
William & Barb Gully
Margaret Augustin by
Judith Echternak
Sharon Powell by
Marilyn Liss
Lisa Guter
Lynn Schelp
In Loving Memory


All memorials received

“In Latte” Kientzle-Mixer by
Sally Westerhoff
Sue Allen
Larry Kuzmaul
Susie Souders & Diane Morin
Jean Mitchell
Becky Crouch
“Scarlett” Westerhoff by
Catherine Webb
“Gravy” Foster by
Sally Westerhoff
Lynn & Kevin Fischer
“Punky” & “Marconi” Daugherty by
Susie Souders
Doc & Maxine Daugherty
“Taggy” Durst by
Katherine & Kent Durst
“Charlie” Hensley by
Mary Lou Hensley
Sally Westerhoff
“Sheba” Staff by
Michael & Michele Foster
“Luci” Easterling by
Geri & Randy Miller
“Ruby” Hermann by
Anthony & Lois Engels
“Tallulah” Fansler by
Eli, Jenna & Julie Johnson
“Tonka” Siemens by
Bill & Jo Mester
Jane Meginnes

“In Rosie” & “Lucy” Fischer by
Kevin & Lynn Fischer
“Sparkles” Davidson by
Sally Westerhoff
“Oskie” Holzgrafe by
Jane Megennes
Joanne Holzgrafe
“Bodi” Brunnen by
Jane Megennes
“Zoe” Davis by
Rick & Claudia Davis
“Ozzi” Fischer by
Brenda Fisher
“Buster Bing” Boylen by
Vicki Boylen
“Addie” & “Queenie” Banner by
Fr. Daniel Banner
“Charlie” & “Bandit” by
Wayne & Donna Weed/Quality Builders
“Straycie” Tayyab by
Rita & Azad Tayyab
“Nala” Fimmen by
Lori Wojciechowski
“Friday” Thomas by
Marian Thomas
“Cassie” Turi by
Barbara Turi
“Sadie” Prather by
Jerry & Linda Prather
“Chance” Oliver by
Thomas & Jackie Oliver

“In Mia” Beattie by
Deanna & Mike Smith
Tom & Nancy Beattie
“Camille” & “Lizzie” Smith by
Mike & Deanna Smith
“CC” “Taffy” “Sandy” “Squeek” & “Scruffy” by
John & Wanda Hamann-Salmsman
“Jake” Miller by
Ione Miller
“Pearl” Kroner by
Jane Megennes
“Brady” Leimbach by
Jane Megennes
“Putter” Rodemich by
Jane Megennes
“Ginger” Andrews by
Jane Megennes
“Sadie” Pribble by
Jerry & Gloria Mead
“Smokey” Daugherty by
Jean Mitchell
“Fieval” Mitchell-Alexander by
Jean Mitchell
“Friday” Cather by
Jean Mitchell
“Angus” McElhoe by
Sheryl Entsminger
“Sparkles” Davidson by
Brian, Heather & “Jill” Gustison
“Snickers” McGartland by
Jane Megennes

“In Jake” Mitchell-Alexander by
Jean Mitchell
“Skeeter” Jorgenson by
Sheila Morgan
“Chunk” Lanning by
Patty Lanning
“Georgie” Kater by
Dave & Ginny Kater
“Gus” Miller by
Kristopher Kucher
“Riley” Biswell by
Kristopher Kucher
“Giles” Kelley by
Sally Westerhoff
Kris Kucher & Todd Shackelford
“Jackson” Keller by
James & Susan Keller
“Link” Saunders by
Kathy Herman
“Lady” Bale by
Hobson & Linda Bale
“Snowflake” Holtschlag by
Jona Holtschlag
“Sophie” “Waldo” & “Sally” by
Lavonne Klett
“Becky” by
Joseph & Linda Huie
“Bella” by
Lindsey Niekamp
“Molly” Fischer by
Michael & Michele Foster

Sally Westerhoff by
Alice Morrill
Jennifer Davidson
Sue Allen
Sandy Nachenberg
Vicki Huse by
Jennifer Davidson
Riddell Noble & Charles Rollins by
Richard Fischer & Kevin McFarland
Ken & Donna Fast by
Robin, Mike & “Sammie” Deangelis
Mary Ann Brink by
Lynne Trautvetter
Rose Burling’s Birthday by
Friends
Phyllis Smith by
Nancy Sparks

Doc Daugherty’s Birthday by
Jean Mitchell
Mary Gates
Martha Danglade
Kathleen Garlisch
Debbie Kinscher by
Nona Bauer
George Spear by
Rita & Azad Tayyab
Jennifer Davidson by
Rita & Azad Tayyab
Mary & Bill Fairbairn
Rita & Azad Tayyab
Demir & Vicki Saka by
Rita & Azad Tayyab
Alan & Mary Ellen Stegemeier by
Rita & Azad Tayyab
Patti & Peter Dureska by
Rita & Azad Tayyab
Martha Danglade by
Roberta Hersom
Sutter & Gnsue Families by
John & Patricia Sutter
Fred Nothold by
Cathy & Jim Stebor
Meredith & Sam Scibilia
Janet Canavan by
Cathy & Jim Stebor
Meredith & Sam Scibilia
Kristopher Kucher by
Betty Peters
Gretchen Hollander
Jeff & Joy Klues by
Dennis & Carol Klues
Marilyn Corrigan by
Jean & Bill Lyle
Nancy Stephenson by
Jean & Bill Lyle
Anniversary of Jerry & Evelyn Genenbacher by
Judy & Bud Bushaus
Barbara Schleppenbach by
Jay Schleppenbach
Linda Griffin’s Birthday by
Patty Lanning
Wendy Humphrey by
Ben & Sandra Humphrey
Dr. & Mrs. Azad Tayyab by
Alan & Mary Ellen Stegemeier
Did you know...?
Beginning in February, we are waiving the fee on our adult cat adoptions. Any cat 6 months of age or older has no fee for adoption!

Who’s a Pepsi drinker? The Quincy Humane Society is collecting the yellow caps found on bottles of Pepsi products. Each of these caps earns the shelter $.05! It may not seem like much, but every little donation helps ensure we can continue our mission and operation. Please save these yellow caps and turn them into the shelter at 1705 N. 36th Street. Spread the word, tell your friends, post it on facebook—and help the Quincy Humane Society earn some major bucks!